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Arshad - The Troublemaker?
Arshad and his tribe had lived in the middle of the desert for
centuries, eking out a life in one the most difficult places on
earth. Although their lives were hard, Arshad belonged to a
long line of godly men and women recognized for their sense
of justice.
Before he was born, his mother had dedicated him to serve
God all the days of his life. His mother's prayers were
answered; from the time he was a young man he had had a
tender heart for God. He had many dreams and visions; from
these he learned that the Bible was more than a book just for
Jews or Christians but that it was also binding upon Muslims
as well.
As he researched the Qur’an for corroboration of his dreams
he was amazed to discover that the Qur’an repeatedly
mentions that it was given to confirm the previous scripture.
In no place did it teach that the Bible had been corrupted or
superseded by the Qur'an, as traditionally thought by
Muslims.
Although Arshad had no access to a Bible, he started teaching his people that the Qur’an was given to confirm
the previous scripture and so, if given the opportunity, they should study the Bible as well. However, years
passed before Arshad ever saw a Bible. An old priest had heard about their family and came in search of
them. He did not come empty handed. He brought them a priceless treasure: a Bible in a country where it
was prohibited. The old priest risked his own life to pass on the word of God to this family.
Click here to finish reading the amazing story of Arshad and his conversion.

Read More Inspiring Stories on our Website

Announcing an Exciting Merger!
We are excited to announce that nPraxis
International is now adding Simple Church
to our family of ministries. Simple Church is
an organization that encourages and
provides support for home-based churches
for those who want to worship but not in a

traditional church setting. This ministry has
grown beyond the auspices of the North
American Division of Seventh-day
Adventists and as of May 1, 2017 has
officially partnered with nPraxis. With our
combined resources, our house church
network now serves people in 40 countries
around the world.

Visit the Simple Church Website

To learn more about Simple Church and
their ministry, visit their website at:
www.simplechurchathome.com/

Tribal Work

Immediate Needs:
--Workers for Columbia, India,
and Bangladesh
--$$ to support the new
opportunities in Tribal Work

nPraxis is now adding nPraxis Tribes to our
growing network of ministries. We have
been involved for 3 years with about 400
house churches in primitive tribesin
Southeast Asia. We have recently learned of
a significant number of unreached animist
tribal groups that live in other remoteareas.
According to our research, within the
Amazon Basin, which is about the size of
the continental US, we believe there are
close to 350 unreached remote tribes, not
counting reports we have received from
Asia, Africa, and the Arctic of other isolated
tribes in several countries.
nPraxis wants to reach out to these groups.
We have already been working with primitive
tribal groups in Bangladesh, India and Africa
and we plan to draw on our experience there
to reach out to groups in other remote
locations as quickly as opportunities arise.
We now have an opportunity for a
significant opening in Columbia, and we are
seeking financial support to expand this
ministry. Please consider designating a
portion of your philanthropy to aid this
significant new work.

Urgent Need: $$ for Bibles
1. We have an URGENT opportunity to
send 20,000 Bibles to a closed country
at a cost of $8 per Bible. We must fill
this need within a very limited window of
time.
2. Through another amazing one-time
arrangement, we can provide 26,000
Bibles to a specific closed country at
$3 per Bible.

___________

DONATE NOW!

46,000 Bibles can be distributed in
places where believers are hungering
for the Word, but we need your help to
fund these projects!

Visit us at the ASI Convention in Houston at
Booth #906.
Please continue to pray for nPraxis
and our ministries around the world!
Visit our website for more stories and information!
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